TRE S DAWG
Ch em d o g x D o uble D awg

PHOTO

ABOUT M E
Hybrid
Breeder: Top Dawg

C ANNABINOID P RO F I LE
SEE BATCH TESTING INFO

TASTE / SC ENT
GROUND BLACK PEPPER

CHEM

DIESEL

DE S C RI PT I ON
Tres Dawg, bred by Top Dawg Seeds, is a cross between ChemD and Double Dog. Its aroma is similar to that of our 3 Chems strain, peppery,
chem/diesel. Due to its higher concentrations of beta-Caryophyllene Tres Dawg could be a great strain for inflammation and pain. Its effects
will leave you relaxed and calm. Chemdog strains have been a staple in breeding projects for well over a decade, so dont miss your chance to
partake in one of the originals.

PA RE N T # 1: C h em d o g
Hybrid
Breeder: Chemdog
Lineage: Unknown

PA RE N T # 2 : D o ub l e D a wg
Indica-Dominant Hybrid
Breeder: Top Dawg Seeds
Lineage: Chemdog x (Chemdog x Afghani #1)

Chemdog has developed quite the name for itself over the years. Between
its mysterious origin, ambiguous genetics, and the plethora of successful
crosses the strain has produced, Chemdog has practically secured itself a
permanent place in the cannabis hall of fame. The original source of powerhouse strains like Sour Diesel and OG Kush, Chemdog is known for its
distinct, diesel-like aroma. Pungent and sharp, you’ll be able to smell this
strain from a mile away.
Double Dawg cannabis strain is an Indica dominant hybrid. With Chemdog
and Afghani parentage, it’s not surprise that this is a heavy hitter that brings
calm to many users. It could be used for pain, appetite loss, and insomnia.
It has large yields with a diesel flavor and smell. Double Dawg is best for
evening usage.

